In 1620, there appeared a book entitled Resolves, Divine, Morall, and Politicall by Owen Feltham. During the next eighty years the book was greatly enlarged and went through many editions and reprints. About two hundred topics of widespread interest were discussed, among these being an essay on "The misery of being old and ignorant." A brief resume of the essay in modern spelling follows:
Since old age is not only a congregation of diseases, but even a disease of itself, and that incurable save by death, the best thing next to a remedy is an abatement of the malady. When infirmities are grown habitual and remediless, all we can do is to give them some respite and a little alleviation that we may be less sensible of the smart and sting they smite us with. The cold Corelian cannot change his clime; but yet with furs and fires he can preserve himself and stove out winter armed with ice and wind. And what thing is there in the fathom of industrious man that can so qualify him against the breaches and decays that age makes in him, as Knowledge, as study and meditation? With this, he can feast at home alone, and in his closet put himself into whatever company that best shall please him, with youth's vigour, age's gravity, beauties' pleasantness, with peace or war, as he likes. It abates the tediousness of decrepit age, and by the divine raptures of contemplation it beguiles the weariness of the pillow and chair. It makes him not unpleasing to the young, reverenced by age, and beloved of all. A grey head with a wise mind enriched by learning is a treasury of grave precepts, experience, and wisdom. He that can read and meditate need not think the evening long or life tedious. It is at all times employment fit for a man.
I doubt not but it was this that in the main produced from Gorgias that memorable answer. Being a hundred and seven years of age, one asked him, "Why he lived so long?" He replied, "Because he yet found nothing in old age to complain of." Certainly, if anything hath power, it is virtue and knowledge that can ransom us from the infirmities and reproaches of age. Without this, an old man is but the lame shadow of that which once he was. They honour him too far that say he is twice a child. There is something in children that carries a becoming prettiness, which is pleasant and of grateful relish, but ignorant old age is the worst picture that Time can draw of man. 'Tis a barren vine in autumn, a leaky vessel ready to drop in pieces at every remove, a map of mental and corporeal weakness, not pleasing to others but a burden to himself. His ignorance and imbecility condemn him to idleness; which to the active soul is more irksome than any employment. What can he do when strength of limbs shall fail and the gust of pleasure which helped him to misspend his youth, through time and languid age shall be blunted and dull? Abroad he cannot stir to partake the variation of the world; nor will others be fond of coming to him when they shall find nothing but a cadaverous man composed of diseases and complaints that for want of knowledge hath not discourse to keep reason company. Like the cuckoo, he may be left to his own moulting in some hollow cell; but since the voice of his spring is gone (which yet was all the note he had to take us with) he is now not listened after: so the bloodless tortoise, in his melancholy hole, lazeth life away. Doubtless, were it for nothing else, even for this is learning to be highly valued, that it makes a man his own companion without either the charge or the cumber of company. He needs neither be obliged to humour nor engaged to flatter. He may hear his author speak as far as he likes, and leave him when he does please, nor shall he be angry though he be not of his opinion.
Knowledge is the guide of youth, to manhood a companion and to old age a cordial and an antidote. If I die tomorrow, my life to-day will be somewhat the sweeter for Knowledge.
It has always been a matter of interest that the author, Feltham, was only eighteen when the essay on old age was written (he was born in 1602 and died in 1668). Several individuals have pointed out similarities of thought and expression between the "Resolves" and works of Francis Bacon, especially the Essays (Essayes. Religious meditations. Places of persuasion and dissuasion. 1597.) Certainly the thought that "it is virtue and knowledge that can ransom us from the infirmities and reproaches of age" is Baconian, and is reminiscent of Bacon's statement to his uncle, Lord Burghley, "I take all knowledge to be my province."
That old age may be relieved by knowledge is a noble concept even though it may be applied to only a small part of an ageing population. We know that the study of old age interested Lord Verulam (Bacon) about the same time since his "Historia vitae et mortis" appeared in 1623.
In fact, the early part of the seventeenth century was rich in its observations on the ageing process. Of this literature the book by Feltham and Lord Verulam's essay are of particular interest to the modern student of gerontology.
